
SCRIPTURE - SERMON - PASTORAL PRAYER 09-13-2020

Let us pray.

0 God of Love, 0 God of Truth;                                                                                      

Let us say strong things gently and gentle things strongly.                                           

Let us speak the truth in love to all and love the truth that lives in each.

Let us hear the truth as we each need it and live that truth.                                               

0 God, we heed it through Jesus; Your Word & our Lord. Amen.

SCRIPTURE LESSON

Romans 8. Selected verses about 'Life In God's Spirit'

vs. 2: "The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has

set us free from the law of sin and death... " 

vs. 5: "For those who live according to the flesh set

        their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who set their                           

minds on the things of the Spirit live according to the Spirit... "

vs. 9: "But you are not in the flesh; you are in the Spirit

because the Spirit of God dwells in you...

vs. 26: "Likewise, the Spirit helps us in our weaknesses..

  And God, who searches the heart, knows the mind of the   Spirit and intercedes

for "the saints " 

vs. 28: We know that all things work together for good

for those who love God and feel called for God's purpose.

SERMON The Physics Of Faith

I loved being an art history major in college, and I pray all college students shall find a

subject that taps into their passions and opens up new worlds the way art history did for

me.

Alas, as I immersed myself in it in my senior year it came time to fulfill the so-called        

"liberal arts requirements"; which meant I needed to take another science course

in order to graduate. So I decided to take what was called, "Physics for artists"!

I went into class with fear and trepidation. But, to my surprise, I enjoyed it.



The professor and I got along nicely - so nicely that he hired Esther and me to babysit

his little boy. But even the physics I enjoyed. I liked feeling more connected to the

universe .I liked knowing how things worked, how to build things strongly, about actions

& reactions, cause & affect  and the general truth about our natural world. Basically, I

loved all the CONCEPTS of physics. It was the mathematics that gave me trouble, but

in the end I passed.

********************

Life on Earth is governed by laws. Laws that do not change and apply to everyone

whether or not you understand physics, whether or not you believe in them or even like

them, whether or not you are an artist or a scientist or a plumber or a President.

And like physical laws there are spiritual laws and they also govern life - spiritually,

emotionally, psychologically, socially. Whether or not you understand them they govern

you. Whether you are an artist or a scientist, a plumber or a President, they govern you.

But spiritual physics is harder to learn. because it takes so much FAITH. I remember the

faith it took to believe in the first law of thermodynamics. It said energy is always

conserved, never destroyed. But because energy is often invisible and hard to measure,  

I had to "take on faith" that this law was true. Well, spiritual physics is faith-times-10!

We seldom see the consequences of God's laws when and how we want them; we must

"take-it-on-faith" When those laws seem to run contrary to our logic, our politics, our

traditions - we must "take-it-on-faith".

Because, as Isaiah proclaims,

"My ways are higher than your ways, saith the Lord. As the heavens are higher than the

earth, so my thoughts are higher than yours...

we must "take-it-on-faith", which is why I think of them as "The Physics of Faith".

**********************

Jesus was a great professor of the physics of faith. His greatest course was the

"Sermon on the Mount", but we can think of it as Spiritual Physics 10 1 . 

For example, when he taught, You have heard it was said,

 ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth ', but I say, do not resist evil w ith evil. "

he was teaching us a law - a law of action and reaction.

And when he taught

"If you forgive others, God forgives you. " "Judge not or you will be judged. "

he was teaching us a law - a law of cause and affect.  



And when he preached,

"No one can obey two masters; a slave will either hate one and love the other or

be devoted to one and despise the other. You cannot have m ore than one God. "

He was teaching a law - a law about the conservation of spiritual energy.

And I'll tell you, before I bestowed my devotion to any one - any leader 

I'd want to know, did they get a passing grade on Spiritual Physics 101.

***********************

Speaking of learning, we find ourselves at the start of another school year  a year like

no other, filled with hopes and fears.  Whether on a campus or at home, on-line or in

person students are delving into studies to help them succeed in life. Well, back in the

time of Jesus, no matter how much KNOWLEDGE you had you weren't equipped for

real success unless you had WISDOM too.' The difference between the two was

described nicely by St. Augustine:

"To Knowledge belongs earthly things,

To Wisdom belongs eternal things."

The Nazis recruited plenty of brilliant scientists, but without Wisdom, look where all that

knowledge led them.

Today, we live in a world that knows more & more, but not always do we use that

knowledge wisely. So all of us, not just young people, need greater schooling in holy

Wisdom. We all need to satisfy - not a liberal arts requirement, but the "Art of Living"

requirement.  And that includes spiritual physics. 

*******************

The Apostle Paul was also a prof. of spiritual physics. And perhaps his greatest law is

found in Romans 8:28:

"All things work together for good to those who love God "

Embedded in that one giant statement are 3 mini-laws of spiritual energy.

So let me break them down. And the first is this:  "All things work together".                     

This teaches us is that God's work is systemic. And that individualism, libertarianism,

isolationism or narcissism are not the ways and means of God. I struggle with this, as I

think about my new grandson, baby Ian. His only way to perceive life is through

individualism. As an individual he dearly needs to feel loved and blest if he is to



succeed in life. So on some level, it is crucial we all experience God individually.

But I remind myself, that Ian, himself, is a miraculous system of cells & sinew created

by God. And someday, hopefully, he will see himself as a blessed part of God's

"Everything" "that works together. " Many individuals cringe at the thought that are

"racist". They believe they are truly "color blind" when it comes to ethnicity. But the

Paul's 1st law forces us to see ourselves as products of systems and to ask the

questions: Are we beneficiaries or victims of racist systems? How many privileges do

we enjoy by virtue of our economic systems, educational systems, real-estate systems,

banking systems, law enforcement systems church systems, social systems?

*********************

Paul's 2nd law attaches to the first.

"All things work together FOR GOOD. " I struggle with this, as do many, because the

hard truth is NOT EVERYTHING WORKS FOR GOOD. All we need to do is look

around and see the suffering and witness the injustice, and realize that our world is

rampant with bad. In his best-selling book,

Why Bad Things Happen To Good People, Rabbi Harold Kushner makes this

confession. "Like most people I grew up with an image of God as all-wise,

all-powerful...who rewards us (when we deserve it) and disciplines us when we

disobey...

Then the day came when the hospital told us Aaron, (our 3 yr. old son) was dying.

 It contradicted everything I had been taught. Over and over I repeated, 'This can't be 

happening. This is NOT how the world is supposed to work..."

One thing is clear. The "Bad" of this world is felt in deeply personal ways. In the most

intimate places of the human soul, that is where we experience suffering.

And like Rabbi Kushner, suffering can make us feel totally at odds with "how life

should work". But incredibly, Rabbi Kushner's suffering took him on a journey of faith,

and in the end, led him to agree with Paul's 2nd law.

He said, "God does not cause our misfortune". He wrote, "If the death of (anyone) in

Auschwitz, or of (my child) in a hospital ward leaves us doubting God and less able to

affirm goodness in the world, then (I have let) the Auschwitz victim and my child down. I

have made them into witnesses against God and martyrs for the Devil..."

Wow! What powerful visceral words. He talks as if our reaction to the bad in our world

IS A CHOICE! And he chooses to memorialize the good in the death of his son, not the

bad. He said, "I am a more sensitive person, a more effective pastor, a more

sympathetic counselor because of Aaron's death..." It reminds me of what Wolfe Blitzer

says on CNN each day they memorialize more victims of COVID-19. He says, "And



may their memory be a blessing". This last week we endured yet another anniversary of

9-1 1 . And in many ways we are still struggling with the choice of how to make

"Everything works together FOR GOOD... "

*******************

And this leads us to 3rd  part of Paul's law."Everything works together for good,

TO THOSE WHO LOVE GOD. Notice it doesn't say "For" those who love God,

but rather, "To those who love God." This isn't a reward for loving God, it is a

consequence. Because - in their essence - God's laws aren't a matter of choice.

Whether or not we obey them, God will have God's way. So why does it matter to

Paul, or to Jesus, or to us, that "We Love God"? Because loving God is like

swimming with the current of the river of Life not against it. Because loving God

is like surrendering to the flow of God's energy, not fighting it. Because loving

God aligns our hearts, minds & souls with the divine energy of the universe

the way copper cable conducts real electricity. If you could put into devotional

words, the choice implied Paul's 3rd  law, it would sound very much like             

"The Prayer of St. Francis:"

"Lord, make me an instrument of Thy peace.

Where there is hatred let me sow love;

where there is injury, pardon; 

where there is doubt, faith;

where there is despair, hope;

where there is darkness, light, 

where there is sadness, joy.

0 Divine Master, grant that I may seek not to be consoled, as to console;

to be understood as to understand, to be loved as to love;

For it is in giving that we receive.

It is in pardoning that we are pardoned,                                                                 

It is in dying that we are born to eternal life." Amen.



Pastoral Prayer C  for Sept 13, 2020 United Church of Dorset

O God, in love you made us and by love you have redeemed us.  Our hearts
are filled with thanksgiving and praise, for our lives and the people we are given
to love.  We praise you for the abundance of creation that is about us in
landscapes of mountains and valleys, of forests and streams.  May we be wise
stewards of your earth, and work to protect it for future generations.

Bless the bounty of fields and gardens.  Teach us to share that others may be
fed; that places of hunger and drought may be relieved.  We thank you for all
working with food banks and neighborhood distributions to people in need.   

Loving God, be with those who suffer natural disasters esp. for people and
creatures suffering from wildfires all along our western coast.  Uphold the fire
fighters and all communities involved.   O God of all nations, be with the people
of Lebanon coping with the after effects of the explosion in Beirut, and with a
new large fire now burning. May your strength be with our missionary partners
there working with the people.

On this anniversary of 9/11, we remember the losses of life on that day, the
heroic efforts of fire fighters, and the sacrifice of so many.  May our Homeland
Security not vilify asylum-seekers & refugees; as well as undocumented
workers on farms and in communities.  Help our focus on security not blind us
to the need for a just and coherent immigration policy in our nation.

O God,  may your people bring an end to violence that destroys human
flourishing. Help us to live in peace and respectful right relations with our
neighbor and enable us to dwell in harmony with the earth.   Stir up in all our
leaders a desire for justice.   Enable them to fulfill their responsibilities with
integrity.  May we work to keep our democracy strong and resilient against all
forces that limit its expression.   

We pray for children, their teachers and staff returning to school this week.
Keep them safe and open to learning at all levels.

We lift up in prayer those on our prayer list ……

(add: all those suffering from COVID 19 in our country and in the world.

We pray for all who depend upon the support of  others.  Protect the vulnerable,
shelter the weak, and give strength and wisdom to those who care for them. 

Loving God, you have crowned us with steadfast love and mercy.           

Receive our prayers and help us to trust your goodness; through Jesus Christ
we pray   Amen.                      


